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Enjoyment was pretty general, and so much the more prevailed in being
unhampered by conventional restrictions. Absolute confidence in each
other s good opinion begat perfect ease, while the finishing stroke of
manner, amounting to a truly princely serenity, was lent to the majority
by the absence of any expression or trait denoting that they wished to get
on in the world, enlarge their minds, or do any eclipsing thing whatever
which nowadays so generally nips the bloom and bonhomie of all


























moneyoryourlife !'(p.24)と叫ぶのは良いとして, `Prisoner at the bar, sur-







































The widely discussed possibility of an invasion of England through a










































Before that day scarcely a soul had been seen near her father's house
for weeks. When a noise like the brushing skirt of a visitor was heard on
the doorstep, it proved to be a scudding leaf ; when a carriage seemed to
be nearing the door, it was her father grinding his sickle on the stone in
the garden for his favourite relaxation of trimming the box-tree borders
to the plots. A sound like luggage thrown down from the coach was a
gun far away at sea ; and what looked like a tall man by the gate at dusk












She no longer checked her fancy for the Hussar, though she was far
from regarding him as her lover in the serious sense in which an English-
man might have been regarded as such. The young foreign soldier was
almost an ideal being to her, with none of the appurtenances of an ordi-
nary house-dweller ; one who had descended she knew not whence, and

















































… the young wife, in the pale silk dress and white bonnet, but with fea-
tures shockingly distorted, and wrinkled as by age, was sitting upon her
chest as she lay. The pressure of Mrs. Lodge's person grew heavier ; the
blue eyes peered cruelly into her face ; and then the figure thrust forward
its left hand mockingly, so as to make the wedding-ring it wore glitter in
















































































He seemed to feel that fate had impishly changed his vis-a-vis in the
lover's jig he was about to foot ; that while the gown had been expected to
enclose a Sally, a Helenas face looked out from the bodice ; that some
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`No,'she slowly answered. `Idon't altogether despise you. `I don't
thinkyou quitesuchaheroas I once did -- thats all. The truth is, I
























In Nether-Moynton and its vicinity at this date people always smiled at
the sort of sin called in the outside world illicit trading ; and these little




`Smuggling is carried on here by some of the people,'she said in a
gentle, apologetic voice. `It has been their practice for generations, and







'My father did it, and so did my grandfather, and almost everybody in
Nether-Moynton lives by it, and life would be so dull if it wasn't for that,
that I should not care to live at all.'( p. 251)
`No, ImustgoonasIhavebegun. Iwas born toit. Itisinmy blood,









Lizzy was unmistakably a fascinating young woman, but as a minister's
wife she was hardly to be contemplated. `If I had only stuck to father's
little grocery business, instead of going in for the ministry, she would
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